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TTC RapidTO Program 
Jane Street Priority Bus Lane Public Consultation Summary  
Survey Timeframe: August 26, 2020 – October 16, 2020 
Total Online Survey Participants: 351 
Total Mail-in Survey Hard copies Received: 4 
 

 
Overview 
 
Between August 26 and October 16, 2020, the TTC sought the public’s feedback on the potential 
service concepts for the Jane Street Priority Bus Lane. There were several ways people could share 
feedback, including via an online survey, mailing a hard copy of a toolkit (which could be downloaded 
online or mailed upon request), sending an email, and leaving a voicemail. A total of 355 people 
provided feedback on the Jane Street Priority Bus Lane, with 351 participating through the online 
survey and 4 through mail-in toolkits. Notice of the public consultation was available on the TTC’s 
website and promoted through the TTC’s social media networks, City Councillors, stakeholders, people 
who signed up to receive updates about the service plans, and by placing posters on key transit stop 
areas and stations. The consultation was not designed or intended to ensure a statistically significant 
sample. 
 
The Jane Street Priority Bus Lane public consultation was part of a broader public and stakeholder 
consultation process about the TTC’s 2021 Annual Service Plan (ASP) and a part of an initiative called 
RapidTO. RapidTO explores priority bus-only lanes and other service-enhancing measures on five of 
the TTC’s busiest corridors. For more information about RapidTO, visit the TTC’s website. 
 
There are three main categories participants were asked to share feedback about. This summary 
organizes that feedback under those three categories, which were: 
 
1. Feedback on the potential service concepts 
2. Experience at transit stops 
3. Profile of participants 
 
This summary report was prepared by the third-party consultation team from Swerhun Inc. It is one of 
three separate summaries prepared as part of the TTC’s public consultation about its 2021 Annual 
Service Plan. The other two surveys focus on the Eglinton East Priority Bus Lane and the broader 2021 
Annual Service Plan. 
 

http://www.ttc.ca/About_the_TTC/Projects/5_year_plan_and_10_y/ASP/index.jsp
http://www.ttc.ca/About_the_TTC/Projects/5_year_plan_and_10_y/Priority_Lanes.jsp
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Overall Snapshot of Feedback 
 
The following points reflect an overall snapshot of feedback most consistently raised by participants. The 
remainder of this summary provides additional details regarding these points, as well as many others, 
shared by participants. 
 
Balance local service frequency with increased service for long-distance travelers. Participants 
consistently said that an increase in service speed for the 935 Jane Express should not come at the 
expense of local service. Many said that any changes to service on the 935 Jane Express must also be 
accompanied by additional service on the 35 Jane route. Lengthy wait times, overcrowding on buses, and 
unreliable schedules were common issues for participants.    

 
Ensure service accessibility for high-density residential areas and lower-income communities in 
the corridor. Participants emphasized that residents should not have to walk long distances to access 
reliable service. Some felt that the removal of stops and changes to service would negatively impact 
those in residential areas served by the 35 Jane and 935 Jane Express routes, especially communities 
with challenges to access (such as seniors, people with mobility challenges, families with young children, 
marginalized communities, and low-income neighborhoods, etc.). Consider an equity lens when planning 
service to support people from lower-income and marginalized communities who rely on TTC to get 
around.  
 
Ensure that express routes in the corridor offer a truly express option. Many said that if the TTC is 
to offer an express route, it must work to reduce the travel time along the route, especially for those 
travelling long distances. An express route that stops at each stop does not address lengthy travel times. 
 
Address long-standing service issues on the 35 Jane. Many participants mentioned a need to 
address long-standing service issues on the 35 Jane bus, including overcrowding, long wait-times, 
unreliable schedules, bus bunching, and congestion. Providing consistent, 10 minute or less flow of 
buses for the 35 Jane is important when implementing the priority bus lane.  
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Feedback on the Potential Service Concepts 
 
 
The TTC shared six service concept options for the Jane Street Priority Bus Lane Corridor across two 
segments:  
 
Service concept options for Jane Street north of Eglinton (within the priority bus lane):  

¶ Option 1: All Consolidated Stops Served by Jane Express 

¶ Option 2: Only Major Intersections Served by 935 Jane Express 

¶ Option 3: Maintain Existing Express Stops Served by 935 Jane Express 
 
Service concept options for Jane Street south of Eglinton (outside of the priority bus lane):  

¶ Option 1: 935 Jane Express Serve Existing Express Stops  

¶ Option 2: 935 Jane Express Serve Major Intersections Only  

¶ Option 3: 935 Jane Express Non-Stop to Jane Station 
 
Participants shared feedback on each option, including which concept they would prefer to be 
implemented on the Jane Street, and why. Participant feedback on these questions is summarized 
below. 
 

Preferred service concept for Jane Street, north of Eglinton 

 
Participants shared feedback about which service concept they would prefer be implemented on the 
Jane Street Priority Bus Lane, north of Eglinton to Steeles. 355 participants provided a response.  
 
While the Jane Street Priority Bus Lane consultation was open to the public between August 26 and 
October 16, the TTC added Option 3 on September 24. For this reason, this summary provides two 
summaries of responses: one for the entire consultation period (August 26 to October 16) and one for 
the three option period (September 24 to October 16). 
 
Entire consultation period  

Between August 26 and October 16, Option 2: 
Only Major Intersections Served by 935 Jane 
Express received the highest preference 
amongst participants (66%). 23% of participants 
preferred Option 1: All Consolidated Stops Served, 
and 11% of participants preferred Option 3: 
Maintain Existing Express Stops Served by 935 
Jane Express.  
 
Three option period 

Between September 24 and October 16, Option 3 
received the highest preference amongst 
participants (44%). Option 2 was second most 
preferred service option, with 24% of participants 
preferring it. Option 1 received the least support 
from participants, with only 11%. 

*Chart shows responses for the entire consultation period, August 26 and October 16 
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¶ Participants who preferred Option 1 said it would help reduce crowding and reduce wait 
times for local users in the corridor. Several participants said the 35 Jane route has extensive 
wait times and that buses have become overcrowded, especially during peak hours. They also said 
the distances between major intersections are too great, so this option would make access to transit 
service easier — especially for seniors, those with mobility concerns, and families with young 
children — without having to walk long distances. However, some participants were concerned that 
losing express stops on the 935 Jane Express would increase crowding on the 35 Jane. 
 

¶ Participants who preferred Option 2 said it would reduce traffic congestion and support 
faster commutes for those who are travelling to major transfer points. Some liked this option 
better than Option 1, saying that, in Option 2, the 935 Jane Express will provide better express 
service (since it will only serve major stops). This option would also prioritize moving the many 
riders who travel to Pioneer Village Station, Jane Station, and other major transfer points. Others 
said that this option would reduce the number of buses stopping along the corridor, which would 
alleviate traffic congestion on Jane Street (an important benefit since Jane is already congested 
during peak hours and may become more congested with the addition of priority bus lanes). 
  

¶ Option 2 must compensate for local service needs while reducing travel times for long 
distance travellers. Some who preferred Option 2 said it should not come at the expense of local 
residents. They recommended that, if the TTC selects this option, it should increase service on the 
35 Jane to compensate and address overcrowding and wait times.  

 

¶ Participants who preferred Option 3 said it balances local accessibility, service speed, and 
service patterns that work for riders. They also said they prefer Option 3 as it maintains some 
stops that serve high-density residential areas. Participants emphasized the importance of stops 
that serve these areas, where there are many families with young children, seniors, and people with 
mobility concerns. Many of them use the 35 and 935 routes for day-to-day necessities such as 
grocery shopping. Others said that the current service patterns for the 935 Jane Express meets 
their needs, other than wait times and congestion, and thus should be maintained.   
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Preferred service concept for Jane Street, south of Eglinton  

 
Participants shared feedback about which service 
concept they prefer be implemented on Jane 
Street, south of Eglinton to Jane Station (outside 
the priority bus lanes). A total of 343 participants 
provided a response. Of the three service options 
presented, Option 1: 935 Jane Express Serve 
Existing Express Stops received the highest 
preference among participants (53%). 36% of 
participants preferred Option 2: 935 Jane Express 
Serve Major Intersections Only, while 11% of 
participants preferred Option 3: 935 Jane Express 
Non-Stop to Jane Station. 

 
 
 
 
 

¶ Participants who preferred Option 1 said it would support transit access for dense 
residential areas, low-income communities, and students, as well as help reduce 
overcrowding and wait times in the corridor. Participants said there are a number of high-
density residential areas along the south portion of the Jane Street corridor that need continued 
service. Generally, the area becomes denser further south on Jane Street. Important stops that 
need service are Alliance and Foxwell/Woolner. Several participants also said that stops along the 
south portion of the Jane Street corridor serve lower-income neighborhoods, specifically near 
Woolner, many of whom have limited access to vehicles and rely on public transit for day-to-day 
necessities. Several said the maintaining the Dundas West stop was important, as this stop serves 
Runnymede Collegiate Institute and is an important transfer point for high school students. 
 

¶ Participants who preferred Option 2 said it would provide faster service and improve travel 
times for through-riders while still providing access to Dundas West. Participants said that 
since 35 Jane will continue to serve all stops between Eglinton and Jane Station, this option would 
likely reduce travel times for through-riders and for riders who need to access the subway. Others 
said eliminating the Foxwell/Woolner and Alliance stops would decrease delays. Some liked that 
this option maintains a stop at Dundas West — an important transfer point, especially for students 
— however, others said few people use this stop during off-peak hours.  
 

¶ Participants who preferred Option 3 said it would provide the fastest and most efficient 
service to riders who need access to the subway. This option would be most beneficial to those 
who commute daily to downtown for work or school. Some participants said that, based on their 
experience, most riders get off north of Eglinton. Others said that, if Option 3 is implemented, 35 
Jane should have increased service to compensate for reduced stops and to address wait times 
and congestion on this route. 
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Experience at transit stops  
 
 
Participants shared feedback on the proposed consolidated stops on the Jane Street corridor, 
satisfaction with aspects of transit stops, aspects of stops that are most important for them, stops that 
are in need of improvement, and their travel preference. Feedback about each of these topics is 
summarized below. 
 

Feedback on consolidated stops 

 
Participants were asked if they think the new consolidated stops on the 
Eglinton East corridor will be enough for the corridor. Out of the 398 
participants who provided a response, the majority of participants 
said yes (67%), 16% said no, and 17% said not applicable.  
 
Those who responded no, identified the following locations as 
important to have bus stops: 

¶ Alliance  

¶ Annette  

¶ Bexley 

¶ Chalkfarm  

¶ Church/Maple Leaf 

¶ Driftwood/Milo Park 

¶ East Drive 

¶ Gordon Mackay/Falstaff 

¶ Foxwell/Woolner 

¶ Lampton  

¶ Trethewey 

¶ Shoreham 
 
Additional feedback 

¶ Lack of clarity on consolidation process. Many were confused about the term “consolidated,” 
saying it wasn’t clear whether stops were being removed or changed. Several emphasized the 
impact of removing stops – requiring local residents to walk further distances to access transit, even 
for day-to-day necessities such as grocery shopping.   

¶ Prioritize stops for people who rely on transit to get around. Participants emphasized the need 
for stops in areas with high-density residential, affordable/low-income housing, or seniors housing.  

 

Yes 
67% 

No 
16% 

N/A 
17% 
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Most important aspects of stops 

Participants shared feedback about which aspects are most important to their enjoyment of bus stops in 
the corridor.  

¶ Shelter from rain/snow was the most important aspect of stops. Out of the 304 participants 
who provided a response, most (83%) said shelter from rain/snow is the most important aspect for 
their enjoyment of bus stops, followed by lighting/visibility and shelter from wind. The ability to get to 
and from, protection from traffic, cleanliness, and shade were the next most important aspects of 
stops, with participants assigning approximately the same level of importance to each. 

 
Other important aspects of bus stops participants mentioned in their feedback 

¶ Next Arrival Screens, to provide information on bus arrival, delays, diversions, etc. 

¶ Large waiting areas to accommodate large number of riders waiting and to maintain physical 
distancing 

¶ Access for people with disabilities 

¶ Safety getting to a stop 
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Satisfaction with aspects of transit stops on Jane Street corridor 

Participants were asked how satisfied they are with different aspects of transit stops in the Eglinton 
East corridor. A total of 304 participants provided a response. 
 

¶ Overall, participants were felt neutral about transit stops along the Jane Street corridor.  

¶ The top three stop aspects participants were most satisfied with included (i.e. aspects with 
the most satisfied and very satisfied responses): ability to get to/from stop location (37%), 
lighting/visibility (26%), and protection from traffic (25%). 

¶ The top three stop aspects participants were least satisfied with included (i.e. aspects with the 
most unsatisfied and very unsatisfied responses): cleanliness (40%), shelter from rain/snow (39%), 
and shade (30%) 

 
Stops that need the most improvement 

Participants identified the following stop locations as needing improvement: 

¶ Weston – most requested stop to be improved. Suggestions on how to improve it included: better 
placement of shelter to make it easier to see the bus; provide a larger, accessible shelter; sidewalk 
widening 

¶ Alliance – need improved lighting and shelter 
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¶ Jane Station – the waiting area for the northbound bus is unattractive and has inadequate 
protection from wind, rain, snow, and sun. Disorderly boarding makes the experience stressful 

¶ Foxwell – needs a larger shelter and seating 

¶ Dundas – needs a shelter 

¶ Finch – needs an accessible shelter hub 

¶ Wilson – needs an accessible shelter hub 

¶ Lawrence – needs a larger shelter to accommodate large number of riders using this stop 

¶ Woolner – needs a shelter, seating, and improved bus bay (to make it easier to get on the bus) 

¶ Trethewey – needs an accessible shelter hub 

¶ Falstaff – needs an accessible shelter hub 

¶ Grandravine and Firth – needs a longer bus bay 

¶ Harding – needs a shelter 

¶ Giltspur – needs improved lighting 

¶ John St – needs a shelter 
 

Other general comments 

¶ Shelter from rain and snow is a priority for participants. Many said very few bus stops along the 
Jane Street corridor have overhead protection from the elements.  

¶ Physical accessibility, especially for those with mobility devices, is crucial. Many participants 
said accessibility of stops is very important. Stops should be spacious to allow for mobility devices 
and to allow for adequate social distancing during COVID-19. Increased seating will help support 
seniors and those with mobility concerns.  

¶ There is a lack of cleanliness in several stops along the corridor. Some suggested increasing 
the number of waste, recycling, and compost bins at stops along the Jane corridor, saying garbage 
is a common issue at each stop.  

¶ Proximity of traffic to bus shelters make some feel unsafe.  Many participants said, that due to 
the lane width along certain parts of Jane Street, several stops feel unsafe for pedestrians 
accessing buses.  

¶ Improve overall visual appeal of stops. 
 

Travel preference 

Participants were asked if they generally value faster travel to major destinations (e.g. York U, Jane 
Station, Jane/Finch) or slightly shorter wait times at all stops. 
 
Out of the 287 participants who provided 
responses, 61% preferred faster travel to major 
destinations and 39% preferred shorter wait 
times at all stops. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

39% 

61% 
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Profile of participants  
 
 
Participants were asked several demographic questions to help understand how the results of the 
survey vary by location, age, gender, and usage of the TTC service. Detailed information on each 
question follows. 
  

Bus route 

The chart below shows a breakdown of the bus routes participants take on the Eglinton East corridor. A 
total of 287 participants provided a response. Most participants take the 35 Jane (77%) and 935 Jane 
Express (69%). 
 
  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Age 

The chart below shows a breakdown of participants’ age. A total of 271 participants provided a 
response. Most participants were between the ages of 21 and 35 (41%), followed by participants 
between the ages of 36 and 50 (27%). 
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Where they usually travel to and from 

The map below provides a visual representation of participants’ travel destinations. A total of 210 
participants provided a response. The biggest concentration of participant travel destinations is in the 
Jane Street corridor, followed by a large concentration of travel to downtown. 
 
The top travel routes identified by participants were between: Jane/Finch and Pioneer Village Station; 
Lawrence Avenue West and York University; Pioneer Village Station and Sheppard Avenue West, and; 
Wilson Avenue and Woolner Avenue. Jane Station was the most popular starting point and end point. 
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Location 

The map below illustrates the postal codes provided by 299 participants. The biggest concentration was 
in the Jane Street corridor. Some lived outside of the City of Toronto, in Mississauga, Brampton, and 
Markham. 
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Ethnicity 

The chart below shows a breakdown of participants’ responses to a question asking them to identify 
their ethnicity. A total of 267 participants provided a response. Most participants identified as White 
(129 or 48%), followed by 36 or 36% who preferred not to answer, Black (22 or 8%), South Asian (20 or 
7%), East Asian (17 or 6%), Latin American and Southeast Asian (13 or 5%). 1% or 4 participants 
identified as First Nations, Inuit or Métis, and 1% or 2 participants identified as Middle Eastern. 
 
Some said they didn’t understand why this information was relevant and suggested the TTC should not 
be asking about respondents’ ethnicity. The TTC asks about respondentsô ethnicity to understand how 
well it is engaging different parts of Torontoôs population. The TTC does not require a response to this 
question and includes a ñprefer not to answerò option for those who do not want to share this 
information.  

How they heard about the survey 

The chart below shows a breakdown of how participants heard about the survey. A total of 273 
participants provided a response. Most heard about the survey through social media (44%), followed by 
an email from the TTC team (21%), the TTC website (20%), and the local Councillor (17%).  
 
Those who said other (13%) said they heard about the survey through a poster at a bus shelter and 
subway stations, as well as through transit advocacy groups (TTCriders), community groups (Jane 
Finch Action Against Poverty, local Facebook community groups, Mount Dennis Association), Urban 
Toronto, and word of mouth. 
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